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Motivations

Illustrating example

Consider a program foo represented by its control flow
graph in F IG . 1. The test data selection begins by uni-

Random testing is a simple and well-known technique
[3] which can be effective at finding software bugs. The
family of algorithms around the work of Chen et al. on
Adaptive Random Testing [1] attempt to maintain the benefit of random testing while increasing its efficiency. This
method generates candidate inputs randomly, and at every
step selects from them the best one. The best candidate is
the test datum that is as far as possible than the already selected test data given some metric (Euclidean measure [1]
for example). However, adaptive random testing may have
some difficulties in providing high code coverage. For instance, the probability to select a candidate that activates
the true branch of the conditional statement if (x==0) is
equal to 2132 if x is a 32-bit integer program input.
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This paper presents preliminary work on adaptive path
selection. Our approach aims at guiding the test data selection such that a new test datum activates a path that is “as far
as possible” from already tested paths. Test datum selection
is performed in three steps : 1) building the set of candidate
paths, 2) selection of the best candidate given a set of already tested paths and 3) generation of a test datum that activates the selected path. In this paper, we present a metric,
called the path selector distance, that allows us to achieve
the second step. The path selector distance aims at diversifying the set of tested path during the test data selection.
For each step of the test datum selection, this distance permits us to select a path that activates some part of the source
code as different as possible than the already tested path. In
our future work, the combination of search-based [5] and
constraint-based [2] approach will be used to achieve the
first and the third step of the test data selection.
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Figure 1. Control flow graph of foo
form selection of a program input. Suppose that the path
1 − 3 − 5 − 7 − 9 − 10 is activated and consider that the
set of candidates is composed of the 9 program paths. The
path selector distance aims at selecting an untested path and
a path that has the most important number of different transfers of flow with 1 − 3 − 5 − 7 − 9 − 10. The second test
datum activates the path 1 − 2 − 10. This path is an untested
path and the number of different transfer of flows between
1 − 3 − 5 − 7 − 9 − 10 and the different candidate is:
Path
1 − 2 − 10
1 − 3 − 4 − 5 − 6 − 7 − 8 − 9 − 10
1 − 3 − 4 − 5 − 6 − 7 − 9 − 10
1 − 3 − 4 − 5 − 7 − 8 − 9 − 10
···

No. of transfers of flow
4
3
2
2
···

The third test datum activates the path 1 − 3 − 4 − 5 −
6 − 7 − 8 − 9 − 10. This path is an untested path and the
number of different transfers of flow between 1 − 2 − 10
and 1 − 3 − 4 − 5 − 6 − 7 − 8 − 9 − 10 is 4 and between

Section 2 introduces the adaptive selection of paths on an
example. Section 3 introduces the definition of the path selector distance. Section 4 concludes the paper and presents
our future work.
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5 − 7 7 − 9 represents the path 1 − 3 − 5 − 7 − 9 − 10 of
the program foo. The Levenshtein distance is adapted for
our path selection problem. In this context, the Levenshtein
distance between two paths represents the number of different transfers of control flow between these paths. The new
metric, called the Levenshtein metric, computes the number
of the different transfers of control flow between a path of
Candidates and each path of P aths.

1−3−5−7−9−10 and 1−3−4−5−6−7−8−9−10 is 3.
After eight selected inputs, suppose that all the paths have
been selected except the path 1−3−5−6−7−8−9−10. The
path selector distance guides the test data selection such that
the last path is selected. Note that this path is an unfeasible
path. Constraints x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ z > 0 ∧ x 6= y ∧ x = z ∧
y = z on the input domain are not satisfiable. Our approach
aims at using an uniform path selector of candidate path
that can be updated by the detection of unfeasible paths [7].
When all the paths program are activated, the path selector
distance aids the selection of a path that is the least activated
by already selected test data as best candidate.
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Definition 2 (Levenshtein metric). Let P aths be a set of
paths, P ath be a path and levenshtein distance be a function that computes the Levenshtein distance between two
paths, then the Levenshtein metric, noted Leven metric, is
defined as follows:
Leven metric(P ath, P aths) =
X
levenshtein distance(P ath, P athi ).

Path selector distance

The path selector distance is based on the combination of
two distances extracted from information theory: the Shannon entropy and the Levenshtein distance. In this section,
P aths and Candidates denote respectively the set of the
already tested paths and the set of candidate paths.

3.1

P athi ∈P aths

The Levenshtein metric allows to choose a path over a
subset of the set of candidate paths with the maximal Shannon index. The best candidate is the path that maximizes
the Levenshtein metric.

Shannon index

The Shannon entropy has proved to be useful to measure
the species diversity of a population. We tune this measure to diversify the set of tested paths. This new measure,
called Shannon index, aims at selecting the “best” path of
Candidates. We define the best candidate as an untested
path or the least tested path between the set of the already
tested paths.
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In this paper, we present ongoing work on adaptive selection of paths. A metric, named the path selector distance,
allows us to select a path as different as possible than the
already tested path. In a recent work, we conduct some experiments to validate this distance. In our future work, we
want to deal with the problem of building of the set of path
candidates. This is a challenging problem. Ideally, the computation of the set of path candidates will be performed by
a uniform selection of paths. However in presence of loop,
the number of paths is infinite. An other problem is the presence of unfeasible paths in a control flow control (3 over 9
for the program foo). Using of a uniform selector of feasible paths [7] seems to be useful to address this problem. A
path oriented generation of test datum [4, 6] will be used to
obtain a complete method of test data generation.

Definition 1 (Shannon index). Let P aths be a set of paths,
(n1 , . . . , nk ) be occurrence of P ath1 activation, P ath2 acPk
tivation, ... and N ∈ N, i=1 nk = N , then Shannon index, noted Ent(n1 ,...,nk ) , is defined as follows:
k
n 
X
nj
j
.
Ent(n1 ,...,nk ) = −
· log
N
N
j=1
Our approach aims at computing the Shannon index
when a path of Candidates is added in P aths. In this
case, the Shannon index has two interesting properties:
1) the Shannon index is maximized when the path of
Candidates does not belong to P aths and 2) if all the path
of Candidate belong to P aths, the Shannon index is maximized for the path with the minimal number of activations.
For instance, suppose that all the paths of the program foo
have been selected except the path 1 − 3 − 5 − 6 − 7 − 8 −
9 − 10. The Shannon index is equal to 3.17 when this last
path is selected as candidate whereas the Shannon index is
equal to 2.95 when an other path is selected.

3.2

Future Work
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Levenshtein metric

In information theory, the Levenshtein distance is a metric for measuring the difference between two sequences. A
path of a control flow graph can be defined by a sequence of
critical edges. A critical edge represents a transfer flow during path execution. For example, the sequence 1 − 3 3 − 5
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